Modify theme transcript
If you find a restylethis theme that almost suits your preferences, but doesn’t quite, you can modify any aspect of the theme by following this demonstration.
	Here I’m going to modify a hi-vizibility theme chosen for people with limited vision.
You can see the theme already in use on this page – the black background, bright yellow text and bright blue links. 
	So say I like this theme but would prefer the text to be white rather than yellow… and maybe I’d like the text size to be a touch larger…
	To make these modifications click on ‘Display Control Panel’ from the restylethis toolbar.

	As I’m already using a restylethis theme, I’ll go into ‘My themes’ in the control panel, to see my ‘Hi visibility Yellow on Black’ theme.

There is space for you to save many of the themes that are useful to you in ‘My themes’, and the top theme is always the theme that you are currently using to view sites.
For now, I’ll make sure the ‘Hi visibility yellow on black’ theme is selected, as this is the one I want to modify, and I’ll click on ‘Next’.
This brings up two options. An option to say you’re happy with the theme and want to continue, or an option to ‘Modify’ the theme.
That’s what we’ve come here to do, so I’ll click on ‘Modify’.
	This brings up a customise screen showing all the settings I can change. There are settings for Colour, for Layout, for Pictures & Media, for Links, Font and Text Size and Spacing.
	You’ll see that the settings for ‘Colour’ are already open showing two colour bars – one for background colour, and one for text colour.
If I knew the number of the exact background colour I was looking for, as some people who are dyslexic do, I could type it into the background box.
	In this case I want to change the text colour, and I don’t know what the number for ‘white’ is. So I’ll click on the text colour bar, and it opens up to show me a whole range of colours.
	I’ll click on a white colour… and I’ll check the page behind the Control Panel, which has changed to show what it would look like with this text colour.
	That looks fine to me, so I’ll move on to modifying the text size by clicking on ‘Text Size & Spacing’.
	This opens a screen showing a slider for available text sizes you can choose from smallest to largest, and a slide for text spacing from least spacing to most spacing.
	I’ll choose a larger text size by dragging the slider to the right, to this size.
	When I’ve finished dragging the slider, I’ll check the page behind the Control Panel, which has changed to show what it would look like with this text size.

This all now looks fine to me now so I’ll click on ‘Next>’ to save the theme.
	I can now rename the theme to a name which makes sense to me – I’ll use “My HiViz Modified Theme”
	Now I have the usual option to store it to use on any device – computer, tablet or smartphone, or store it just to use on this computer.
	Another video will show you how to save the theme for use on any device.
For now I'm just going to use it on this computer… so I'm going to click on 'Store on device'.
And that's it!
The control panel disappears and now all restylethis sites now display in my modified theme.
	Why not give it a try for yourself now, by clicking on the ‘re’ icon at the top of any page and customising a theme?
Or watch the other videos on the ‘Tour’ page to find out more on how to store your themes online in the cloud so that you can always use them on whatever device you use - whether it’s a PC, Mac, tablet or smartphone.
We hope you enjoy using restylethis… and please let us know what you think of it by giving us your feedback on our ‘Contact us’ page.
	Thank you.

